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Abstract: An assembly composed of multiple aerial vehicles can realize omnidirectional motion with
six degrees of freedom. Such an assembly has a heavier payload capacity and better fault tolerance
compared with a single aircraft. Thus, such assemblies have the potential to become an ideal platform
for manipulation. This paper investigates the controller design and prototype implementation for an
expandable aerial vehicle assembly (AVA). The proposed AVA is composed of multiple sub-aircraft
connected together via spherical joints at their center of mass. Each sub-aircraft can rotate around the
spherical joint. The system dynamics of such an AVA can be separated into a slowly varying system
and a fast varying system. The design criteria for a controller for this type of AVA was analyzed based
on the similarity between the slowly varying system and a fully actuated rigid aircraft. This can
reduce the design procedure for the controller and increase the expandability of the AVA. The stability
criteria were carefully analyzed by considering the tracking error of each sub-aircraft. As an example,
the controller of the AVA was designed using trajectory linearization control on the manifold, since
the configuration space of the aircraft is a non-Euclidean space. A prototype composed of three
quadrotors was implemented. The real-time expandable communication protocol among the different
sub-aircraft was designed based on the CAN bus. Furthermore, the software and the hardware of the
real-world prototype were developed. Both simulation and real-world tests were conducted, which
validated the feasibility of the control design and the software implementation for an expandable
assembly containing multiple aerial vehicles.

Keywords: expandable aerial vehicle assembly; fully actuated aerial vehicle; geometric control; bus
communication; real-world flight

1. Introduction

An aerial manipulator is a new type of aerial robot that has been developed in recent
years [1–6]. The emergence of such aerial manipulators means that unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) are no longer just observing platforms but also manipulation platforms.
Such vehicles are more maneuverable and have a longer range compared to traditional
ground-based manipulators. Hence, they have attracted much attention from the robotics
community [7–12].

Many aerial manipulators are micro aerial vehicles (MAVs). MAVs are usually underac-
tuated, driven by three-dimensional torque and one-dimensional thrust. An underactuated
aerial vehicle is controllable and has good energy efficiency [13]. However, it is difficult for
an underactuated aerial vehicle to track the position and attitude trajectories independently.
Typically, the trajectories of the position and attitude must satisfy dynamic constraints.
Moreover, it is difficult for a single MAV to generate enough wrench when contacting
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its environment, as its payload capacity is limited. Actually, as indicated by previous pa-
pers, underactuated MAVs are more suitable as observing platforms than as manipulation
platforms [14].

Because of the limitations of aerial manipulators comprising a single aircraft, in recent
years, there has been increased research interest in aerial vehicle assemblies (AVAs), which
are composed of multiple aerial vehicles that are physically connected [14–16]. Such an
AVA can carry a heavier payload and has better manipulation ability because of its physical
connections. Instead of designing an aircraft with a new configuration [17], an AVA is
constructed from existing MAVs, making it easier to realize. By synthesizing the force and
torque produced from multiple MAVs, an AVA can generate a six-dimensional (6D) wrench,
which means the six dimensions in the pose of an AVA can be adjusted simultaneously
and independently. Using an AVA as a platform for manipulation can overcome the
disadvantages of a single-aircraft manipulator. By increasing the number of MAVs, an AVA
can exert more wrench during manipulation. Therefore, an AVA is a flexible, diverse, and
adaptable aerial platform.

However, an AVA is a complex system because the multiple sub-aircraft physically
interact with each other. Designing and implementing such a complex system is difficult.
Various controllers have been designed for rigid aircraft, and it would be useful if an
existing flight controller can be adapted for an AVA system [18]. This could enhance the
expandability of the system. Moreover, to maximize the maneuverability of the assembly,
it is necessary to investigate the geometric control in a configuration space that is a non-
Euclidean manifold. The number and placement of sub-aircraft in an AVA should be
adjustable. This requires a flexible communication method among the multiple sub-aircraft
in the AVA. Moreover, to realize the cooperative control of multiple sub-aircraft that
physically interact, a highly reliable and low delay form of communication among the
sub-aircraft is needed.

There are several challenges when enhancing the expandability of an AVA system:

• There are no systematic design and analysis theorems that can be used to adapt an
existing exponentially stable flight controller to a universal AVA system.

• The configuration space of an AVA is non-Euclidean. Moreover, the traditional attitude
control based on local coordinates is not globally effective. This may reduce the
maneuverability of the AVA.

• In previous research, wireless communications have commonly been used for tradi-
tional UAV swarms. However, the delay in wireless communications makes it harder
to realize cooperative control of the multiple sub-aircraft in an AVA.

In this paper, we investigate the design and implementation of an AVA. The expand-
ability of the number and placement of the multiple sub-aircraft in the AVA is considered.
Thus, a communication mechanism and protocol based on a CAN bus was developed.
Our communication protocol improved the reliability and real-time performance of the
data exchanged among the multiple sub-aircraft. The protocol makes it easy to change the
number or placement of the multiple sub-aircraft in the AVA. Moreover, the communication
mechanism and protocol increased the reliability of the AVA. To realize the motion control
of the AVA, the overall equation of motion (EOM) was partitioned and simplified. From the
EOM, the rotational motion of each sub-aircraft is partitioned from the 6D translational and
rotational motion of the integrated assembly. An existing attitude controller was adopted
as the controller for each sub-aircraft. Moreover, an existing exponentially stable controller
was adopted to control the slowly varying system. A geometric controller for the integrated
assembly was designed on the configuration manifold using trajectory linearization control
(TLC) as an example. The results of real-world experiments are also presented.

The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

• Unlike the most common aerial transportation systems that rely on cables, our pro-
posed AVA is connected via spherical joints. These joints reduce the complexity of the
entire dynamics. Thus, some existing controllers for quadrotors can be conveniently
adapted to our system, which enhances the expandability of the system.
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• The design criteria for a controller for this kind of AVA are carefully analyzed. An
existing flight controller can be adapted for an AVA following the criteria. A geometric
controller is designed for the AVA. The controller is singularity-free and does not have
the unwinding problem induced by quaternions. Therefore, it is suitable for a fully
actuated AVA system.

• Unlike existing systems, we develop the hardware and the software of the system
based on the CAN bus. Compared to existing work that relies on wireless commu-
nications, the CAN bus has low-latency communications, does not rely on external
devices, and supports an expansion of the number and placement of the multiple
sub-aircraft in an AVA.

• Real-world experiments with three sub-aircraft were conducted. These illustrated the
expandability of the system and the feasibility of the proposed methodology.

This paper consists of five sections. The dynamics modeling of a kind of AVA com-
posed of multiple MAVs is investigated in Section 2. In Section 3, an example controller, a
geometric TLC for the AVA system, is designed and validated. In Section 4, the detailed
implementation of a real-world AVA prototype and the real-world experimental results are
presented. Our conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Dynamics Modeling and Controller Design Criteria
2.1. Modeling of an AVA

The AVA considered in this work is an assembly of multiple sub-aircraft. These provide
the thrust for moving the entire assembly. Figure 1 depicts the configuration of the AVA.
Figure 2 is a prototype. The payload platform is connected to the multiple sub-aircraft via
spherical pairs. It is assumed that the center of mass (COM) of each sub-aircraft coincides
with the center of the spherical pairs. The payload platform could have grippers, end
effectors, etc.

{E}

g

p0

e1

e2

e3

{01}
T1

T2

T3

Ti

{02}

{03}

{0i}

Load

{F1}

e3

e1e2

{F2}

Figure 1. Configuration of the aerial vehicle assembly (AVA). The center of mass (COM) of each
sub-aircraft coincides with the center of a spherical joint. The thrust provided by each sub-aircraft
is along the negative direction of Rie3. There is no cable between the payload platform and the
spherical joints.
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Figure 2. Example of an AVA prototype with three small quadrotors.

To study the dynamics of the AVA composed of n sub-aircraft, we first define the
coordinate frames of the system. The world frame is expressed by {E}, whose z-axis
coincides with the direction of gravity. We attach a frame {F1} to the entire system. The
origin of {F1} is the COM of the entire AVA. We also define a frame {F2} attached to the
load. The origin of {F2} is the COM of the load. Note that {F1} and {F2} are parallel and
reflect the orientation of the load but have different origins. We will show later that both
{F1} and {F2} are necessary for the model. To each sub-aircraft i, we attach a body-fixed
frame {Oi}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The dynamics of the entire system can, thus, be modeled via the
Newton–Euler method as [14]:

MV̇0 + CV0 + G =

[
R0 0
0 I

]
u0 + d0, (1)

where V0 := (v0, ω0) ∈ R6 is the velocity of the COM of the entire AVA, v0 ∈ R3 is
the linear velocity expressed in frame {E}, ω0 ∈ R3 is the angular velocity expressed in
frame {F1},M ∈ R6×6, C ∈ R6×6, and G ∈ R6 are the mass term, Coriolis term, and the
gravity term, respectively, R0 ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix for the attitude of the load,
and I is the identity matrix. u0 = (FT

0 , τT
0 )

T ∈ R6 is the equivalent wrench generated
by the multiple sub-aircraft acting on the load expressed in {F1}, and d0 ∈ R6 is the
bounded uncertainty, which encompasses the unmodeled dynamics, the disturbance, and
the modeling error. Expressions for the Coriolis term, mass term, and the gravity term can
be obtained as follows:

M =

[
mt 0
0 Mt

]
, C =

[
0 0
0 −(Mtω0 )̂

]
, G =

[
mtge3

0

]
,

with

mt =
n

∑
i=0

mi and Mt = M0 −
n

∑
i=1

mi ĥi(ĥi − ĥc),

where mi is the mass of the ith sub-aircraft, m0 is the mass of the load, M0 is the inertia
tensor of the load in the frame {F2}, g is the acceleration due to gravity, hi ∈ R3 is the
position of the ith sub-aircraft in {F2}, hc ∈ R3 is the position of the COM of the AVA in
the frame {F2}, and e3 = (0, 0, 1)T . Given a vector a = (a1, a2, a3)

T ∈ R3, the hat map â is
defined by

â =

 0 −a3 a2
a3 0 −a1
−a2 a1 0

.

We assume that d0 is bounded by

‖d0‖ ≤ b0,

where b0 is a positive constant.
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The translational and rotational kinematics of the entire AVA is expressed by

ṗ0 = v0, Ṙ0 = R0ω̂0, (2)

where p0 ∈ R3 denotes the position of the COM of the AVA.
The attitude of each sub-aircraft evolves according to the following equation:

Ṙi = Riω̂i, ω̇i = M−1
i (τi − ω̂i Miωi) + di, (3)

where Ri ∈ SO(3) and ωi ∈ R3 represent the rotation matrix and the angular velocity of
the ith sub-aircraft, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, respectively. τi ∈ R3 and di ∈ R3 are the input torque
and uncertainties for the ith vehicle. We assume that the input τi and disturbance di are all
bounded. The upper bound of di is

‖di‖ ≤ bi.

where bi is a positive constant.
Besides the torque, the ith sub-aircraft is actuated by a thrust Ti ∈ R. The direction of

this thrust is constant for each sub-aircraft and coincides with Rie3. Therefore, the thrust
vector expressed in the coordinate frame {F1} generated by sub-aircraft i is expressed by:

Υi = RT
0 Rie3Ti. (4)

The equivalent input wrench in (1) can then be expressed as:

u0 =

[
I I . . . I
l̂1 l̂2 . . . l̂n

]
Υ1
Υ2
. . .
Υn

 := NΥ, (5)

where li = wi − wc for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Thus, a model of the dynamics of the AVA has been built. The EOM of the entire AVA

comprises (1)–(3). According to the EOM, the state of the AVA can be defined as:

x := (P0, V0, Ri, ωi) ∈ SE(3)×R6 × SO(3)×R3 · · · × SO(3)×R3︸ ︷︷ ︸ .

We can now define the state expressing the motion of the load as y = (p0, R0, V0) ∈
SE(3)×R6.

Remark 1. The dynamics of each sub-aircraft are independent of the dynamics of the overall payload
system. This is different from the dynamics of most aerial transportation systems, which rely on
cables [19]. For an aerial transportation system with cables, the dynamics of each sub-aircraft is
coupled with the dynamics of the payload platform. In contrast, the entire dynamics of the AVA
can be expressed by two subsystems: a slowly varying system expressed by (1) and (2) and a fast
time-varying system expressed by (3). It is easy to adapt a flight controller for a rigid aircraft to our
AVA system, regardless of the number and placement of the sub-aircraft in the AVA.

Remark 2. The disturbance includes the disturbance of the payload platform (d0 in Equation (1))
and the disturbance of each sub-aircraft (di in Equation (3)). In the model, the disturbance does not
include the system states. Note that in (1) and (3), the state and the disturbance are different. It is
reasonable to assume that such disturbances are bounded, as seen in the literature published by the
aerial robotics community [20–22]. This assumption that the external disturbances are bounded can
generally be satisfied in practical applications.
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2.2. Adapting an Exponentially Stable Flight Controller

From the dynamics of the AVA system, it can be seen that the slowly varying system
resembles the dynamics of a fully actuated rigid body, which can be expressed by the
following equations:

˙̄p = v̄, ˙̄R = R̄ ˆ̄ω,

M ˙̄V + CV̄ + G = ū,
(6)

where p̄ ∈ R3 and R̄ ∈ SO(3) are the position and rotation matrices of the rigid body,
respectively, V̄ = (v̄, ω̄)T , where v̄ ∈ R3 and ω̄ ∈ R3 are the linear velocity and angular
velocity of the rigid body, and M ∈ R6×6, C ∈ R6×6, and G ∈ R6 are the mass matrix,
Coriolis matrix, and gravity term, respectively. Additionally, ū = (F̄, τ̄) ∈ R6, where F̄ and
τ̄ are the input force and torque of the rigid body. We define the state as z = ( p̄, v̄, R̄, ω̄).

An existing position and attitude controller of a rigid body can, therefore, be adapted
for an AVA. Suppose that there is a controller that ensures that the translational and
rotational error of a rigid body (6) is exponentially stable at the origin. We define the
tracking error of the exponentially stable rigid body as z̃. According to the converse theorem
of exponential stability, for an exponentially stable system there exists a continuously
differentiable function V : [0×∞]×D0 3 (t, z̃)→ V ∈ R such that V satisfies the following:

c1‖z̃‖2 ≤ V ≤ c2‖z̃‖2,

V̇ ≤ −c3‖z̃‖2,∥∥∥∥∂V
∂z̃

∥∥∥∥ ≤ c4‖z̃‖,
(7)

for some positive constants c1, c2, c3, and c4.
From the similarity between the fully actuated rigid body and the AVA system, a

controller for a fully actuated rigid body (6) can be adapted and used as the controller for
the slowly varying system of the AVA (1). We disregard the disturbance and suppose that
the sub-aircraft have no attitude tracking error. We denote the state tracking error by ỹ. The
same Lyapunov function V : [0×∞]× D0 3 (t, ỹ)→ V ∈ R also satisfies the following:

c1‖ỹ‖2 ≤ V ≤ c2‖ỹ‖2,

V̇ ≤ −c3‖ỹ‖2,∥∥∥∥∂V
∂ỹ

∥∥∥∥ ≤ c4‖ỹ‖.
(8)

If the virtual control of the AVA defined by the exponential stable controller is defined
by τ0,d and F0,d, then the commanded thrust vector of each sub-aircraft can be calculated by
inverting (5) as:

γ = N+

[
R0 0
0 I

]−1[Fd
τd

]
, (9)

where N−1 is the pseudo-inverse of the allocation matrix N.
Next, we consider the attitude error for each sub-aircraft. It is supposed that the

attitude controller of each sub-aircraft is stable and that the disturbance is bounded. Then,
from the regular perturbation theorem [23], we conclude that the attitude tracking error
of each sub-aircraft is bounded. We can express the boundedness of the attitude tracking
error of each sub-aircraft by

‖Ri − R̄i‖ ≤ ∆R, (10)

where the positive constant ∆R determines the boundedness. As there is a difference
between the actual and commanded thrust vectors due to the attitude tracking error, the
boundedness of the difference is then expressed by

‖Υi − Ῡi‖ = ‖RT
0 RiTie3 − RT

0 R̄iTie3‖ ≤ Ti‖Ri − R̄i‖ ≤ Tm∆R, (11)
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where Tm is the maximum thrust magnitude that each sub-aircraft can provide.
From (5) and (11), we obtain that the actual and desired forces exerted on the payload

platform satisfy:

‖F0 − F0,d‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥∑i

(Υi − Ῡi)

∥∥∥∥∥
≤∑ ‖Υi − Ῡi‖
≤∑ Tm∆R

:= LF.

(12)

Similarly, we can also obtain that the desired equivalent torque τ0,d and actual equiva-
lent torque τ0 satisfy:

‖τ0 − τ0,d‖ =
∥∥∥∑ l̂i(Υi − Ῡi)

∥∥∥
≤∑ ‖l̂i(Υi − Ῡi)‖
≤∑ ‖li‖‖Υi − Ῡi‖
:= Lτ .

(13)

Hence, for the AVA ((1)–(3)), we suppose that the equivalent force and torque acting
on the payload platform are defined by (5) and that the attitude tracking error of each
sub-aircraft satisfies (10). We can thus conclude that the difference between u0 = (F0, τ0)
and u0,d = (F0,d, τ0,d) is bounded.

We can now conclude that the attitude error for each sub-aircraft disturbs the slowly
varying system:

MV̇0 + CV0 + G =

[
R0 0
0 I

]
u0,d + d∗0 , (14)

where the upper bound of d∗0 is determined by

‖d∗0‖ ≤ ‖d0‖+ ‖L2
F + L2

τ‖ = b0 + ‖L2
F + L2

τ‖.

We again consider the AVA system, (1)–(3). Based on the attitude tracking error of
each sub-aircraft, we have

V̇ = −c3‖ỹ‖2 +
∂V
∂ỹ
M−1d∗0 . (15)

The thrust provided by the aerial vehicle is also bounded. It can be expressed as
‖T‖ ≤ b3, where b3 is a positive constant. Then, we have

V̇ ≤ −c3‖ỹ‖2 +

∥∥∥∥∂V
∂ỹ

∥∥∥∥ 1
λm(M)

‖d∗0‖

≤ −c3‖ỹ‖2 +
c4

√
L2

F + L2
τ

λm(M)
‖ỹ‖

≤ −(1− θ)c3‖ỹ‖2 − θc3‖ỹ‖2 +
c4

√
L2

F + L2
τ

λm(M)
‖ỹ‖,

(16)

where θ < 1 is a positive constant.
We define

c5 =
c4

√
b0 + ‖L2

F + L2
τ‖

λm(M)
.

Then, from (12), (13) and (16), we can conclude that ỹ converges to the region{
ỹ : ‖ỹ‖ ≤ c2c5

c1θc3

}
,
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in finite time. Therefore, it is possible to adapt an existing exponentially stable position or
attitude controller for an AVA system.

3. Example Design of a Geometric Controller
3.1. Overall Controller Architecture

As the dynamics model shows, the rotational motion of each sub-aircraft is not affected
by the motion of the load. Therefore, in the controller design, the rotational motion of
each aircraft is treated as a fast varying system, whereas the overall motion of the AVA is
regarded as a slowly varying system. With these definitions, the overall controller has a
hierarchical structure. The outer loop controls the load, whereas the inner loop controls the
attitude of each sub-aircraft. As attitude control for small sub-aircraft is mature enough,
some existing attitude controllers can be directly adopted for the sub-aircraft.

For the six-DOF AVA, the overall controller is composed of an independent position
controller and an attitude controller. The output of the position controller is the force vector
F0, and the output of the attitude controller is the torque vector τ0. The overall control
architecture is shown in Figure 3. In the outer loop, the force and torque generated by
the position control and attitude control need to be mapped to the thrust vector of the
sub-aircraft, which is then tracked by the attitude controller of the sub-aircraft.

Figure 3. Overall controller architecture.

3.2. Payload Controller Design

The attitude of the slowly varying system evolves on SO(3). In this example, we
design the attitude sub-controller using TLC [24,25]. To avoid the traditional problems
of an attitude control system expressed in local coordinates, the attitude tracking error is
defined directly from the rotation matrix. TLC is combined with an open-loop pseudo-
inverse module and a feedback stabilization regulator. The former enhances the dynamic
behavior of the system, whereas the latter ensures the stability of the closed-loop system. In
TLC, the system is linearized along the nominal trajectory, based on which the gains in the
feedback regulator are designed from the desired closed-loop system. The design principle
of TLC aligns with gain schedule schemes. Therefore, it is suitable for aircraft control.

3.2.1. Outer Loop of Payload Attitude Control

The kinematic equations of the slowly varying system evolve on SO(3). These are
actually similar to the kinematic equation for the rotational motion of rigid bodies. The
dynamic inversion of the outer loop of the attitude controller can be obtained from the
kinematic equation as:

ω̄0 = RT
0 R0,d(RT

0,dṘ0,d)
∨, (17)

where ∨ denotes the vee map (the inverse of the hat map) and R0,d is the desired rota-
tion matrix.

To design the feedback control, the attitude tracking error is augmented as:

eΣ =

(∫
eT

R, eT
R

)T
,
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where the tracking error eR is defined as

eR(t) =
1
2
(RT

0,d(t)R0(t)− RT
0 (t)R0,d(t))∨.

According to the results in [25], we can derive the linearized tracking error dynamics
on SO(3) and then obtain the linearized tracking error dynamics expressed in terms of the
augmented tracking error eΣ as follows:

ėΣ =

[
−ω̄0 0

0 0

]
eΣ +

[
I3 0
0 In

]
ω̃0 = A1eΣ + B1ω̃0. (18)

We apply the following control law for the outer loop regulator:

ω̃0 = −K1eΣ, (19)

where the control gain matrix K1 = (KI1|KP1) is designed from the linearized Equation (18)
using the PD spectral theorem [25].

Finally, the commanded angular velocity of the slowly varying system is

ω0,d = ω̄0 + ω̃0, (20)

which is then input to the inner loop of the payload attitude controller.

3.2.2. Inner Loop of Payload Attitude Control

The inner loop of the attitude control is designed in a similar manner. The inner
pseudo-inverse is obtained as follows:

τ̄0 = Mtω̇0,d + ω̂0,d Mtω0,d. (21)

The feedback stabilization regulator is

τ̃0 = −K2Eω, (22)

where Eω = ω0 −ω0,d. The control gain K2 is also designed using the PD spectral theorem.
It is a function of the desired closed-loop frequency and damping ratio, respectively.

The commanded torque is then

τ0,d = τ̄0 + τ̃0. (23)

3.2.3. Position Control of the Payload Platform

The EOM for the translational motion of the payload platform is a linear system. The
translational tracking error dynamics can, therefore, be expressed by:

ėl =

[
0 I
0 0

]
el +

[
0
I

](
R0F0,d

mt
+ ge3 − p̈0,d

)
, (24)

where el = (ep, ėp), and ep = p0 − p0,d is the position tracking error. Position control can,
therefore, be easily designed as

F0,d = RT
0 (−K3 ėp − K4ep + p̈0,d − ge3)mt, (25)

such that the closed loop system becomes

ėl = Aclpel ,

where Aclp is a Hurwitz matrix.
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3.2.4. Allocating the Wrench

The output of the controller for the slowly varying system is the 6D wrench
u0,d = (F0,d, τ0,d), which has to be mapped to the attitude and thrust commands of each sub-
aircraft. The mapping is done by the allocation module. Note that the thrust and attitude
of each sub-aircraft are bounded. However, it is difficult to realize bounded allocation. To
reduce the computational burden, the allocation simply uses the pseudo-inverse of matrix
N in the controller. The allocation mapping can, therefore, be written as:

Ῡ = N+u0,d. (26)

Then, the commanded thrust Ῡi can be converted to the thrust magnitude and com-
manded attitude of each aircraft as:

Ti = ‖Ῡi‖, R̄ie3 =
Ῡi
Ti

, (27)

where the desired z-axis of the body frame R̄ie3 can be transformed to the full attitude,
which is then tracked for each sub-aircraft by its attitude controller.

Remark 3. Previous work proposed a method for optimal control allocation that takes into account
the feasibility of the wrench on the platform [14]. Unlike that work, we directly apply the pseudo-
inverse in control allocation to reduce the computational burden. As will be shown later in the
simulation and experiments, this is feasible. However, such an allocation approach does not consider
the control boundedness, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Remark 4. To determine fully the commanded attitude of each sub-aircraft from (27), researchers
typically uses the yaw angle (or one of the other x- and y-axes). The detailed expression is omitted
here for brevity.

3.3. Stability Analysis

The stability analysis of the entire system is based on the results in Section 2.2. First,
we ignore the disturbance and the attitude tracking error of the sub-aircraft. An exponen-
tially stable closed-loop system without disturbance is obtained. The disturbance is then
considered. We conclude that the overall system is ultimately bounded with disturbances.

Proposition 1. Consider the rotational part of (1) without disturbance. Suppose τ0 is based on (20)
and (23).

1. There exists a positive constant rω such that for all ‖Eω‖ < rω , the closed-loop tracking error
Eω is exponentially stable at the origin Eω = 0.

2. Moreover, suppose that the initial attitude error satisfies tr(I − RT
0,dR0)/2 < 2. Then, if the

control gains are selected appropriately, the closed-loop attitude tracking error is exponentially
stable at eR = 0 and eω = 0, where eω = ω0 − (RT

0,dṘ0,d)
∨.

A proof of this proposition can be found in the authors’ previous work [25].

Remark 5. The basin of attraction is defined by the set of the initial angular velocities {Eω :
‖Eω‖ < rω} and the set of initial attitude tracking errors {R0 : tr(I − RT

0,dR0)/2 < 2}. The
former indicates that the initial tracking error should be bounded. This is also in line with the
physical conditions. The latter almost covers all of SO(3) except for a two-dimensional surface
RT

0,dR0 = ± exp(πs), s ∈ S2, from the three-dimensional SO(3). An illustration of the basin of
attraction of initial attitude error can be found in Figure 5 later.

Proposition 2. Consider the translational part of (1) without disturbance. Suppose that F0 is
designed from (25). If the control parameters are appropriately selected such that Aclp is a Hurwitz
matrix, then the closed-loop tracking error (el , ėl) is exponentially stable at the origin.
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Proof. The closed-loop system of (24) is a linear system. The exponential stability is trivial
if Aclp is Hurwitz.

Theorem 1. Consider the dynamic equations of the AVA, namely, (1)–(3). Suppose that τ0 is
designed from (20) and (23) and that F0 is designed from (25).

1. There exists a positive constant rω such that for all ‖Eω‖ < rω , the closed-loop tracking error
Eω converges to the region containing the origin in finite time.

2. Moreover, suppose that the initial attitude error satisfies tr(I − RT
0,dR0)/2 < 2. If the control

gains are selected appropriately, then the closed-loop attitude tracking error converges to the
region containing the origin in finite time.

3. If the control parameters are selected appropriately such that Aclp is a Hurwitz matrix, then the
closed-loop tracking error (el , ėl) converges to the region containing the origin in finite time.

Proof. From Proposition 1, it can be seen that we can construct the position and attitude
control such that the rigid body system (6) under the control of (20), (23) and (25) is
exponentially stable. Then, following the procedures described by (7)–(16), we have proved
the ultimate boundedness of a closed-loop AVA.

Remark 6. The EOM of the entire system AVA is continuous, which is, of course, Lipschitz
continuous. Therefore, the solution of the differential equation defined in (1)–(3) exists and is
unique. The controller determined by (20), (23), and (25) and the allocation (26) exists and is
unique. Therefore, the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the overall closed-loop system
is guaranteed.

4. Real-World System Implementation
4.1. Configuration of the Prototype

We designed a prototype consisting of three sub-aircraft arranged in a star shape. The
three sub-aircraft were connected to the payload platform via passive spherical joints, one
at the COM of each sub-aircraft. Each sub-aircraft rotated freely around the center of a
spherical joint and provides thrust for the AVA. It can be proved that the six dimensions
of the pose of this prototype can be changed simultaneously [19]. Figure 2 shows the
prototype. The main structural components were made of carbon fiber. The rotational
range of the ball hinges used in the prototype was ϕ = 55◦.

4.2. Real-Time Simulation of the Software

Before implementing a real-world AVA prototype, it was simulated on a Ubuntu
18.04/ROS software environment to verify the entire software implementation. Figure 4
depicts the overall simulation system. The ROS node used to simulate the plant of the
AVA was implemented from the EOM, namely (1)–(3). In the simulation, we used a
remote control stick to send commands. The interface software was also integrated into the
simulation system as ROS nodes. The simulation also included disturbances.

Figure 4. Simulation of an AVA with three quadrotors.

The simulated tracking of the position and attitude of the AVA is shown in Figure 5.
There was an initial position error and an initial attitude error. The initial error for the yaw
angle of the payload platform was almost 180◦, which means that the attitude error was
almost a maximum. As shown in the figure, the time-varying reference attitude trajectory
was independent of the reference position trajectory. The controller simultaneously tracked
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the reference position and attitude of the AVA. The attitude of the payload platform was
adjusted when approaching the target position from the initial position.

Thus, this real-time simulation demonstrated the feasibility, correctness, and complete-
ness of the controller nodes and the overall software architecture. These can serve as the
basis for a real-world prototype.
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Figure 5. Simulation results. The initial attitude error was almost a maximum. A traditional
controller relying on Euler angles cannot stabilize the system in such conditions. (a) Position tracking.
(b) Attitude tracking .

4.3. Development and Implementation of a Prototype

Based on the design and simulation results presented above, the software and hard-
ware of a real-world prototype were developed. The payload platform of the AVA was
integrated with avionics equipment, including a high-level onboard computer, remote con-
trol receiver, GPS receiver, central flight management unit (FMU), and radio. The central
FMU needs to be fixed as near as possible to the COM of the payload platform. The FMU
receives commands sent by the remote stick, calculates the feedback pose and velocity
through sensor fusion, and then sends these values to the high-level onboard computer via
a USB serial port. The radio communicates with a ground station, which is mainly used for
monitoring and recording flight data.

We developed the sub-aircraft for the prototype AVA. Each sub-aircraft contains a
full set of electronic devices. Therefore, the sub-aircraft can fly when connected together
in an assembly or separately when not connected together. The flight controller of each
sub-aircraft was the PX4 autopilot. Figure 6 shows a single sub-aircraft flying alone.

Figure 6. Flight test of a single sub-aircraft.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of the hardware system developed for the AVA proto-
type. Rather than using wireless communication, the computer on the payload platform
and the autopilot of each sub-aircraft were connected by a CAN bus to increase the reliabil-
ity and real-time performance. This also enhanced the expandability of the system.
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Figure 7. Hardware architecture of the AVA. FMU: flight management unit, IMU: inertial measure-
ment unit, RC: radio control.

Figure 8 shows the software system developed for the AVA prototype. It was based
on the ROS framework. The Swarmlink nodes handled communications among the high-
level computer and multiple sub-aircraft. The Decision and Controller nodes were the
planning and control modules. The Controller node was based on the controller proposed
in this paper.

Figure 8. Software architecture of the AVA.

The relevant physical parameters of the developed AVA prototype are summarized
in Table 1. For the three-quadrotor assembly, the weight of the full assembly is almost 4
times the weight of each sub-aircraft. Therefore, the payload capacity is not 3 times the
payload of each individual quadrotor, mainly because of the components used to connect
the quadrotors. However, the proposed AVA is a flexible system, which means it is possible
to adjust the payload capacity with different combinations of quadrotors. Note that the
connecting parts may induce payload loss. It is possible to increase the payload ability of
the entire AVA with an optimal design, which is the subject of our future research.

Table 1. Physical parameters of the AVA prototype.

Aircraft Mass Payload Capacity Computing Unit

Sub-aircraft 1.58 kg 1.50 kg PX4 FMUv5
AVA 6.24 kg 3.02 kg Nvidia nano computer

4.4. Real-World Experimental Results

Flight tests of the AVA prototype composed of three sub-aircraft was conducted. The
test scenario is illustrated in the Video S1 in the Supplementary Material, which shows the
simultaneous 6D pose tracking.

Figure 9 shows a flight test of the AVA without payload. Figure 10 shows the results of
the AVA with an additional payload of 2.5 kg. In these two figures, it is seen that the AVA
is able to track the independent 6D pose trajectory simultaneously. It does not need the
position trajectory and the attitude trajectory to satisfy dynamic constraints. This cannot be
achieved by an underactuated aircraft.

Since the test was conducted outdoors, the prototype was disturbed by wind. As
Figure 9 shows, the maximum tracking errors of the position were around 0.4 m in the
horizontal x-direction and y-direction. Considering that an AVA is a complex system, and
there exist GPS drifting errors and wind in outdoor environment, these errors are all within
a reasonable range.
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It is also noted that the geometric control can adapt to different payloads from
Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9. The position tracking profile in a real-world test without additional payload. Note that the
position trajectory is independent of the attitude trajectory. Such command is not possible to achieve
by individual quadrotor aircraft.
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Figure 10. The position tracking profile in real-world test with 2.5 kg additional payload. Note that the
position trajectory is independent of the attitude trajectory. Such command is not possible to achieve
by individual quadrotor aircraft.

Remark 7. The geometric controller has several parameters. Actually, in control law (22) and
control law (24), there are gains before the proportional term and the integral term. Tuning the
parameters is similar to tuning a PID controller. By tuning the control parameters, the upper bound
of the tracking error can be adjusted.

Figure 11 shows an example of the attitude tracking of one sub-aircraft. The PX4 flight
controller was used to track the commanded attitude. Note that we did not need to tune
the PX4 for the flight tests. For each aircraft, the PX4 controller was set up in the same
way for individual flights and for the flight by the assembly. This is also beneficial for the
expandability of the AVA.

The hardware and software system worked well throughout the flight test. These
real-world tests demonstrated that with the developed controller, the AVA can track the six
dimensions for the independent position and attitude trajectories simultaneously, without
requiring the position and attitude trajectories to meet dynamic constraints. The stability of
the controller proposed in this paper was also verified in the tests.
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Figure 11. Attitude tracking of one sub-aircraft with the PX4 flight controller in one test.

4.5. Comparison with MPC-Based Control Scheme

Model predictive control (MPC) was also implemented in the prototype. The geometric
control scheme is compared with the model predictive control-based control scheme. The
results of the AVA in hovering under MPC-based scheme are shown in Figure 12. The
results of the AVA under the geometric control scheme is shown in Figure 13. The tracking
error of the position and attitude are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. Due to
the modeling uncertainties in the system, the tracking error of the AVA under the MPC-
based scheme is relatively large, although it can also force the tracking error into a region
containing the origin.
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Figure 12. The position and attitude tracking profile of the AVA under MPC-based scheme.
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Figure 13. The position and attitude tracking profile of the AVA under the geometric control scheme.
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Figure 14. The position and attitude tracking error of the AVA under MPC-based scheme.
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Figure 15. The position and attitude tracking error of the AVA under the geometric control scheme.

Remark 8. The probability of autopilot failure increases as the number of autopilots is increased in
the AVA system. If the failure probability of one autopilot is P( f1), then the failure probability of
three autopilots is P( f2) = 1− (1− P( f1))

3. We plot Figure 16 to show the relationship between
P( f2) and P( f1), it is seen that when P( f1) = 0.01, P( f2) = 0.0297, and when P( f1) = 0.02,
P( f2) = 0.0588. On one hand, we need to decrease the failure probability of the autopilot as much
as possible. If P( f1) is small enough, then P( f2) is possible to be kept in an acceptable range. On
the other hand, since an AVA is a complex system, the reliability of complex system will of course
decrease. How to increase the reliability of the entire system is an interesting problem and could be
investigated in the future.
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Figure 16. P( f2) (the failure probability of three autopilot) vs. P( f1) (the failure probability of
one autopilot).

Remark 9. The PX4 autopilot of each individual quadrotor in the three-quadrotor prototype was
tuned so that the attitude tracking of a single quadrotor was good enough. Actually, we used F450
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quadrotors, and the PX4 autopilot has a configuration with fine-tuned parameters for this type of
quadrotor. However, in tuning the AVA, the PX4 autopilot did not need to be tuned anymore. Only
the parameters in the outer loop controller for the slowly varying system were tuned.

Remark 10. Real-world systems always include sensor noise. As the geometric controller can be
implemented in the real-world prototype, it is seen that that the controller is effective in the presence
of sensor noise.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a controller was designed and a prototype implemented for an AVA,
which took into account its expandability. The controller was designed for the non-
Euclidean configuration space of the AVA. An existing flight controller for sub-aircraft
was used. Data communication among the onboard controller and the autopilots for the
sub-aircraft was via a real-time bus, which ensured the reliability and extendability of the
system. Based on the partitioned dynamics of the AVA, it is seen that the slowly varying
system can be designed from the existing exponentially stable controller. Such a design
criteria was used to design an AVA’s geometric controller, whose almost global stability was
demonstrated in terms of the tracking error of each sub-aircraft. This stability increases the
maneuverability of the AVA. Furthermore, a real-world prototype was built. The proposed
design and implementation were verified in flight tests. Because expandability was one of
the design criteria for the controller and prototype, an AVA with multiple aerial vehicles can
easily be constructed for other configurations using the approach presented in this paper.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/drones6100272/s1, Video S1: Video of the AVA under control.
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